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Technology continues to evolve at a blinding pace. For some companies, this means additional
capital expenditures to replace legacy equipment just to stay competitive. But for others, this means
new opportunities to cut costs by shoring up existing systems through electronic equipment auditing
services and electronic equipment maintenance services. In fact, technology has advanced to the
stage that no matter what your existing system, industrial electronic repairs can ensure your
operation will continue to run while decreasing costs, increasing efficiency and reducing downtime.
Unscheduled maintenance and extended downtime create destructive costs that no company can
afford. And delayed repairs can sometimes damage machinery which adds new costs to an already
costly event.

Industrial automation services companies ensure that cost of machinery upkeep is kept to a bare
minimum. They start by auditing a client's entire operation, pinpointing equipment with high
probability of failure, assessing the replacement inventory's robustness, and identifying the
availability of assets and talent. From these data, the industrial support company generates
recommendations to strengthen the client's operation and to help it bounce back quickly from any
negative event.

Included with the repair services, these support companies supply transportation for materials and
personnel if they do not exist onsite. They provide time estimates and ensure that the best
personnel are employed for each task. They include options for the complete replacement of
subsystems when models are discontinued. And they advise their clients on the replacement of
existing equipment when such actions are required.

Any turnkey Industrial automation services company will include both hardware and software
maintenance programs. For hardware, services include periodic planned upkeep, spare parts
management, upgrades and decommissioning. For software, services include periodic site
maintenance work on PLC and SCADA applications, and all software upgrades.

Rom Control brings innovation and years of experience to the industrial electronic repair business.
From client operation to their laboratory and back to the client, Rom Control provides a carefully
planned refurbishment process that helps to bring capital and maintenance costs under tighter
control while reducing production downtime and minimizing required spare parts inventory levels.
For software maintenance, Rom Control prides itself with a maximum four-hour response time. For
all of its services, the company caters to a broad range of clients including manufacturing,
resources, utilities, food industries as well as government, health and military sectors.

Nearly 5 years of thriving operation have given the company many satisfied Australian clients
including Fortune 500 top 10 members, Ford Motor Corporation and Exxon Mobil Corporation
(Esso).
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is repair and refurbishment of industrial electronic and process control equipment. We have the
ability to fault find and repair any type of equipment, irrespective of industry, manufacturer, function
or age.
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